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Spoiler alert 1: Stuﬀ we knew in 2007

Spoiler alert 2! More stuﬀ we knew in 2007:
1. School change takes 'me. It takes about three years to

see changes in a primary school, and ﬁve years to see
changes in a secondary school, depending on size and
complexity.
2. The core of educa'on is the teacher in their classroom.
This is the hardest part to change. To make real
changes this core must be reached.
3. There is no proven way of changing the dynamics of
individual schools other than working closely with
them.
Paraphrased from Christie, Butler and Pottering (2007) Schools That Work, Ministerial
Report to the Minister of Education, South Africa
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1. R-Maths project design
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R-Maths
• Led by the Western Cape Educa'on

Department
• In collaboraEon with the UCT Schools Dev
Unit (SDU)
• Programme training & materials developed
by the SDU in collaboraEon with the WCED
• Funded and supported by donors
Goal:
Improve the conceptual understanding
and Mathematical skills of Grade R
learners in the Western Cape
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R-Maths ‘Form’: Modiﬁed cascade
The R-Maths training – including course
materials and cluster notes – is backbone
of R-Maths
SA’s receive 30 hrs block training,
UCT/SACE assessment/PoE/accreditaEon,
+/- 30 hours support (‘dry runs’)
Teachers receive 14 hrs cluster w’shops, 30
hrs training, SACE accreditaEon provided by
the SA’s, reﬂecEon workshop, PLC on RMaths. Fidelity of implementaEon is supported
through full set of teacher resources
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Capacitation of district
officials

SAs: Enhanced knowledge &
skills to support Grade R
teacher/ practitioners

Training of
Grade R
teacher/
practitioners

Support to
Grade R
teacher/
practitioners

Teacher/practitioners:
Enhanced knowledge & skills to
teach Grade R maths

Improved learner
performance in mathematics
(readiness for Grade 1)

Long-term
(impact)

Effective teaching

Mediumterm

Resource use for teacher
training & classroom teaching

Shortterm

Development of
teacher training &
resources

Training and Materials Development:
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Reflection
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Cluster w’shop
(2 hrs)
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Dry run

Cluster w’shop
(2 hrs)

Cluster w’shop
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Cluster w’shop
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Cluster w’shop
(2 hrs)

Cluster w’shop
(2 hrs)

Cluster w’shop
(2 hrs)

Cluster w’shop
(2 hrs)

Dry run

Cluster w’shop
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Cluster w’shop
(2 hrs)

1500 Teacher
training
(30 hrs)
SACE
accredited
Cluster w’shop
(2 hrs)
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2x Cluster
w’shop (2 hrs)

R-Maths ‘Dosage’

1500 Teacher
training
(30 hrs)
SACE
accredited
2017

70 SA training
(30 hrs) UCT/
SACE
accredited
2016
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Block training:
5 days / 30 hours x 1

R-Maths
training
and
support to
subject
advisors

“dry-runs”
prior to
cluster
workshops
(2 hours
x 7) & block
training

R-Maths teacher materials
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R-Maths: ‘substance’
• Explicit theory of Grade R learning: Play in mathemaEcs
• 7 principles of R-Maths learning
• Explicit integraEon of maths in daily programme
• Added to and expanded CAPS per term

•
•
•
•
•

Integrated number into all the other topics
Focused on 1 topic per week
Speciﬁc guidance on topic for the week and small group work,
repeated over 1 week
Explicit developmental framework for number work
A few powerful representaEons, consistently applied (eg dot
cards, numeral cards, structured bead string

CAPS reference to play in mathema'cs
The approach to learning MathemaEcs should be based on the principles of
integra'on and play-based learning.
The teacher should be pro-ac've, a mediator rather than a facilitator.
Make most of learning opportuniEes that arise spontaneously during a range of
child-centred ac'vi'es:
- free play in the fantasy corner or block construcEon site, sand and water play
acEviEes
- teacher-guided acEviEes that focus on mathemaEcal concepts such as counEng,
number concept development, space and shape, paQerns, Eme and other
emergent mathemaEcs acEviEes
During free play the teacher can promote emergent mathema'cs through the
appropriate structuring of the free-play area
(CAPS Grade R MathemaEcs, page 14; Grade 1 – 3, page 13)

7 Principles
of R-Maths
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Context
AcEvity
Level
InteracEon
Guidance
Inclusivity
PracEce
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CAPS Mathema'cs: Five topics

Number operations and
relationships

Patterns, functions and
algebra
Shape and space (geometry)
Measurement
Data handling
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Theories underpinning R-Maths
• Number word list (ordinality)
• Trajectories for Learning (Sarama & Clements, 2009; Treﬀers van Den Heuvel- acousEc/oral,
stories,
songs, rhymes,
‘washing line’
Panhuizen
ed, 2012; van
Den Heuvel-Panhuizen,
Kuhne,Lombard,
2014)
•• Cardinality
(how
many
in aStarkey
set) and Cooper, 1995; Clements, 1999)
SubiEzing (Kaufman
et al.
in 1949;
• CounEng
principles
(Gelman &perceptual-conceptual
Gallistel, 1978)
- resultaEve
counEng,
subiEzing,
• MulEple representaEons (Leinhardt et al., 1991; Hiebert & Carpenter, 1992;
compare then count to ﬁnd ‘how many more/fewer’
Greeno & Hall, 1997)
•• One-to-one
UniEzing (Dewey,correspondence
von Glasersfeld & Richards, 1983; von Glasersfeld, 1981, 1995)
- extend accuracy to larger sets
• Number symbols
All young children have the same implicit
- understanding
represenEng of
numbers:
iconic, symbolic
maths butconcrete,
to make that
understanding explicit, they need to hear
the language of maths and get the
chance to think about it and use it when
they speak (Clements, 2016).

2. R-Maths evalua'on design

1. Focused on ‘product and process’ as well
as ‘outcomes and impact’
2. Purposively selected 2 districts: 1 urban
and 1 district, and case study schools
within those districts
3. Phased implementaEon over 2 years
allowed for a counter-factual learners in
the same district (not possible for SAs)
4. Mixed methods to get to diﬀerent levels of
the system
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Evalua'on ques'ons
Product and process evalua'on ques'ons
1. What does the R-Maths Project entail?
2. What is the context (e.g. rural/urban, socio-economic status of the school community, number of
teachers and learners, background of Grade R teacher/pracEEoners, etc.) within which the implementaEon
is taking place?
3. Is the project being implemented as planned: inputs, outputs and targets?
4. What is the nature and quality of the training, support and resources provided to FP Subject Advisors and
teacher/pracEEoners?
5. What is the level of adopEon by FP Subject Advisors and teacher/pracEEoners?
6. What are the challenges/barriers to implementaEon by districts and schools?
7. What are the successes and challenges of the partnership model through which this project is being
implemented?
8. What are the key mechanisms of change in the case study contexts?
Outcome and impact evalua'on ques'ons
9. What is the impact of the project on FP Subject Advisors, Grade R teacher/pracEEoners and Grade R
teacher/pracEEoners’ teaching pracEce?
10. Does the R-Maths Project have an impact on Grade R learners’ MathemaEcal knowledge and skills?
11. What are the successes of and barriers to scalability and embeddedness into the WCED?
12. Has the project met its intended outcomes outlined in the theory of change and logic model?

10. What is the impact of R-Maths on the Subject
Advisors and Grade R teacher/prac''oners’ and
teaching pracEce?

11. Does the R-Maths project impact on Grade R learners
mathemaEcal knowledge and skills?
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Data collec'on methods and sources
Level

Ac'vi'es:

Project/

District/

province

Subject

HoD

Teacher

Learner

Advisor
Key stakeholder interviews

x

x

Subject Advisor test

x

x
x

Teacher test
Training & training dry-run

x

x

x

observa'on
x

CT & dry-run observa'on
Monitoring ﬁdelity, tracking

x

x

x

“dosage”
Case studies

x

Learner test

x

x

x
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x

3. Test design
How do we assess the knowledge of:
• Subject Advisors
• Teachers
• Learners

for supporEng, teaching and learning
Grade R mathemaEcs?
…and in 3 diﬀerent languages?
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Subject Advisor test
What is our expected ‘knowledge for teaching Grade R
mathemaEcs”, for Subject Advisors?
• No common standards…
• No agreed/common assessments items…
• No validated instruments…
• Comparability of any test instrument across languages?
So, (30 min) test developed based on training guides and teacher
concept guide (drawing on expert knowledge):
- Mix of WCED policy requirements
- Subject maQer knowledge
- Pedagogical content knowledge
about Grade R (at the level of what was being taught)
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Example SA test items
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Teacher test
1. The same issues as for SA test
2. Shorter and with fewer items.
3. QuesEoned re-phrased as from perspecEve of a teacher

–

You observe a Grade R teacher’s maths lesson ….

to

–

In your Grade R maths lesson…
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Learner test

AdaptaEon of German test
48 item one-to-one oral interview
Validated in Gauteng for English,
Afrikaans and isiZulu (+2)
HL learners
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Learner test

1. Test conducted orally in schools, one child at a Eme,
administered by trained test administrators
2. Children completed the test in their LoLT
3. Baseline in Feb/Mar 2017; endline in Oct/Nov 2017
4. IniEal simple random sample of learners in 2 districts:
- 168 in each of the intervenEon and comparison groups,
- 168 in comparison group
- Due to aQriEon etc., there was a total of 622 matched tests
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4. Test ﬁndings
What did we ﬁnd about the knowledge of:
• Subject Advisors
• Teachers
• Learners
for supporEng, teaching and learning
Grade R mathemaEcs?
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SA test results
Pre-Test Results (n = 47)
• Mean score of 48.6%.
• Scores ranged from 20% to 80%

Post-Test Results (n = 47)
• Mean score of 66.1%.
• Scores ranged from 46% to 92%
• Increase of 17.5pp pre to post
test = signiﬁcant at 95%
conﬁdence level
• Large eﬀect (1.44 sd).
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Teacher/prac''oner test results
Pre Test results (n = 157)
• Mean score of 51.4%.
• Scores ranged from 16% to 88%.

Post Test results (n = 157)
• Mean score of 68.1%.
• Scores ranged from 28% to 96%.
• Increase of 16.7pp pre-post test
• Signiﬁcant, large eﬀect (1.37 sd).
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Learner ﬁndings: Urban District 1
• Most learners (≈70-80%) were assessed in English.
• A small minority of these were ELLs (i.e. were assessed in English
but were not English HL)
• Almost all remaining learners were learning MathemaEcs in their
HL of isiXhosa.

Not signiﬁcant
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Learner level ﬁndings: Rural District 2
• Most learners (≈75% in the intervenEon group, and 100% in the
comparison group) were assessed in Afrikaans.
• All remaining learners were learning MathemaEcs in their HL of
isiXhosa.

Signiﬁcant, with a small eﬀect size.
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Learner level ﬁndings: General linear model of
whole sample – set up
Fixed eﬀects:
- Baseline test scores,
- District (urban, rural), and
- Group (intervenEon, comparison)
Dependent variables:
- Marko-D endline total scores, and
- Marko-D endline scores, by level (L1, L2, L3, L4, L5)
Factors included:
- Gender (Male; Female),
- QuinEle (1; 2; 3; 4; 5),
- LoLT (E, A, X), and
- Age
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General linear model on whole result: ﬁndings 1
1. Greatest (medium) eﬀects on Marko-D performance were:
a. LoLT (isiXhosa- and Afrikaans-speakers improved best;
English-speakers least) – for all levels and total, and
b. District (urban learners improved more, at L3 to L5, and
total)
2. Weaker (small) eﬀect on Marko-D performance were:
a. Group (intervenEon group learners performed beQer at
L2, L3 and L5 and on whole test), and
b. Age (older learners performed beQer at L2, L3 and L4)
3. No signiﬁcant eﬀects on Marko-D performance for:
a. Gender
b. QuinEle
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General linear model on whole result: ﬁndings 2
Impact of group
Interven'on group learners performed beQer on whole test and at
L2, L3 and L5
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General linear model on whole result: conclusions
• Biggest eﬀects were on Levels 2 and 3 of the Marko-D.
• Grade R children in the intervenEon group were performing
similarly to those Grade R learners in the comparison schools
who were six months older (when assessed at Levels 2 and 3
of Marko-D).
• ExpecEng large diﬀerences in improvements in learner scores
in a short space of Eme is unrealisEc.
• Overall, therefore, the fact that the R-Maths intervenEon had
a generally small but posi've eﬀect on the MathemaEcs
results of children whose teachers had been exposed to the
intervenEon is encouraging.
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5. When is an eﬀect on learner outcomes, good
enough?
Is a staEsEcally signiﬁcant diﬀerence between
intervenEon and comparison enough?
Is it enough when the diﬀerences are only a few pp?
Is it enough when eﬀect is about a ﬁih of a SD?
Is ‘6 months gain’, relaEve to ‘age advantage’, good?
Is it good over 10 months in Grade R?
What about washout over Eme?

Meta-analyses of impact of interven'ons
• EducaEon intervenEons in Gr1-3 have average eﬀect size of
0.18 SD (Hill, Bloom, Black and Lipsey, 2008)
• Sub-Saharan African meta analysis (Conn, 2017):

•
•

Overall eﬀect size for all educaEon intervenEon types : 0.18 SD
EducaEon intervenEons focusing on pedagogy: 0.92 SD

Comparisons with ﬁndings from other SA studies
1. ELOM (50-59 and 60-69 month)
Diﬀerence between >5 y.o and <5 y.o norms for emergent Maths is only
2.5 pp

2. Reading catch-up research project (Grades 1-3)
The study showed an overall improvement from both control and
intervenEon schools, with intervenEon schools showing a slightly beler
performance parEcularly in speciﬁc areas of reading (spelling and
grammar)

3. WCED LitNum
Grade 1 Numeracy mean: 4 pp: 27% (2009) to 31% (2012)

4. E-Lit (2016 lit/lang interven'on in Grade R across Gr R)
6 months aPer the intervenEon training began (Mid-Grade R): 0.41 SD
End of Grade R: 0.24 SD
End of Grade 1: No signiﬁcant diﬀerence.
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6. So what?
Was R-Maths “successful”?
What does this R-Maths example highlight
about our educaEon research landscape?
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Achieved
Partially Achieved
Not achieved
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Issues that hinder
1. QualitaEve and quanEtaEve realms are at Emes diﬀerent universes
2.

3.
4.
5.

(cold&clinical numbers vs warm&ﬁzzy people)
Enough of pilots. We can easily change a few schools. But we need to
get change “at scale”. But then, we go big. Immediately. Without
taking into account the stability/robustness of our treatment (which is
sEll being conceptualised and/or theorised)
Change is urgent. Things are dire. So we must implement now. The
budget is for this ﬁnancial year…only in this administraEve term…
To measure: RCT is “gold standard” (irrespecEve of the phase of
intervenEon design…)
Teaching CAPS and not children. Tightly monitoring compliance on form
(“supporEng”) daily/weekly/termly curriculum pace and ‘coverage’.
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Where our research is improving
Bog standard (now…):
• Enrolment (gross and neQ), drop-outs, throughput, NCS
•
•

aQainment
Total cohort (with GHS and DBE data)
Inequality (class: school, household, child; race, gender)

Increasingly:

•
•
•

Theories of change,
IntervenEon input: level, purpose and ‘form’, (eg curriculum
coverage, dosage, ﬁdelity of “uptake”)
Learner outcomes: curriculum-based and internaEonal
assessments, pre and post-intervenEon or change over Eme

Seldom:

•
•

Delayed post tests, or
Tracking of more than one academic year for SAs, teachers and
45
learners

What do we are s'll not doing well – not
measuring or describing:
• Joined-up family services in ECD
• Level of the system and why
• Costs & cost eﬀecEveness
• DiﬀerenEaEon/remediaEon at school level
• Sensible sampling for system-wide feedback on learning
• Our instrumentaEon for standardised measurement for learning
outcomes/ knowledge

•
•
•

Validity of the instruments we use
Standard/common assessments cross studies
Comparability of our instruments across languages

• The ‘substance’ and not just the form, of our intervenEons
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What is the ‘substance’?
Our theory of learning:
• How our children of this age learn x?
• Our children’s expected developmental trajectory for x?
Our pedagogic theory:
• Our envisaged and actual role and capacity of our Subject
Advisors for x (what do they do, know and feel about x?)
• DiQo for HODs: What do they do, know and feel about x?
• DiQo for teachers: What do they do know and feel about x?
Our REALISTIC expected learning outcomes for children and
caring adults:
• Knowledge for x – eg “teaching maths to Grade Rs (in this
school context)”
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